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To educate the individual's rights and privileges.
To identify and support individuals who are denied their rights
and privilege.
To help in the rehabilitation of the disadvantaged.
To inspire and make the youth aware of their significant role in
social welfare. 
To cater to volunteers for the service of challenged individuals
and their careers.
To develop a sense of compassion among fellow beings of a
community.

Prajaahita Foundation is a non-governmental organization
(incorporated under Section 8 of the Companies Act,2013) which
aspires to create a society of enlightening and compassionate
citizens. Prajaahita is completely aware that this momentous vision
can only be executed by reaching out to the grassroots of the
society keeping in touch with fellow beings who are bound to the
constraints of social and physical challenges. Owing to this reason,
the prior objective of Prajaahita is to build an integrated platform:
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Seeing Abilities Beyond Impairment

 Mission 
 

Build an ecosystem that bring
possibilities for persons with
disabilities and vulnerable
community.

Vision
 

 Enhance the wellbeing of
individual and Community.



Through this initiative, we are constantly adding colours to the
life of children with disabilities. Collaborations have been made
with the teachers and parents in order to give individualized
training to children with disabilities. 

Our Projects

S.M.I.L.E (Supporting Mobility Identifying

talents Livelihood and Education)

The S.M.I.L.E is an initiative that aims at creating an everlasting
smile in the life of persons with disabilities. This program
concentrates on providing the required aids in the domain of
education, livelihood, and mobility. 

Nirampakaram

 Saukhyam
Under Saukhyam, our efforts will be to dispense healthcare
facilities for persons with disabilities on an individual as well as
institutional level. The main theme of this program is to reach
such people and to get an insight into their issues, suggestions,
and ideas.

iV2S (I Volunteer to Share)
iV2S is the Volunteering platform that helps us to pool the
service-minded citizens from our community. Anybody who
wishes to be a part of our family as a volunteer can sign in and
register themselves on iV2S through our website. 
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 Ever-Read-Day Reading Initiative

 
Even now, our country with a huge young population experience certain level of
reading difficulties. Prajaahita foundation has identified the need to help children
with their reading skills. We identify their challenges and help them overcome.
We have understood the necessity to give that 'tiny push' to all our young minds
so that they can lay the steps of success. Our approach towards this problem is
not limited to make them read more. It also includes reading with them, listening,
learning and aid them to discover the types of content that they love.

This initiative focuses on children between 8-16 years. This 21-days' 30 minutes
reading session teaches various dimensions of reading and comprehension. We
create a healthy and constant reading habit in children and a judgement-free
mentor support to make their language and academics skills better. Passionate
volunteers trained by Prajaahita have joined their hands for ensuring a productive
environment by sharing their expertise to engage and assist the children from
various linguistic and cultural backgrounds. 

 "Four kids in every classroom have to go through learning difficulties during their

childhood" 

                                                                                              - Dr. Geet Oberoi 

Alt-text: A child with a torch showing light to another child reading a book 



Booklet for Reading Progress Assistance

The booklet for Reading Progress Assistance is a reflections from the

Ever-Read-Day program. This material is for the parents and trainers. It

contains suggestions, links to supervise and support the children. This

will help the reading buddies (parents/trainers) to update themselves,

learn and unlearn, and work on the existing set of instructions and

materials. The links, assessment sheet, list of movies, comics and

mobile applications will boost your confidence and encompass various

sets of learning.  
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1. Name of the student:
2. Age and class:

Here are some questions to evaluate the performance of the child

3. Do Pre-reading sessions and activities work well?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. How are the reading training sessions going?

a. The child is attentive, understands most of the things that s/he reads and there                  
are less number of errors.
b. The child reads well though the attention span is short. S/he can build the  
 capacity in the long run.
c. The child can read but makes mistakes sometimes. Participation should be                  
improved and the attention span should be extended. 
d. The output from the child is below average and participation is also low.  

 
5. What are their areas of interest? How much do they like to listen and read things
     about the same? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. What is the duration of the child's attention span?

a. The child is attentive for more than 15 minutes 
b. The child is attentive for more than 25 minutes
c. The child is attentive for more than 30 minutes
d. The child is attentive for more than 40 minutes

1. Reading assessment sheet
              The objective of this analysis is to understand, observe and develop the
performance of the existing level of understanding of the child regarding reading skills
and techniques. These questions cover some areas of learning and observations from
the parent/ the volunteer. This can work as a step by step analysis for understanding the
further support needed for the concerned person by marking the findings and changes in
their checklists.   
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1. Reading assessment sheet



The child responds very well to the questions and actions
The child's response to the questions and actions are at a satisfactory level
The child doesn't respond much to the questions.
The child completely avoids the questions and actions.

7. What  is your child's response to your questions and actions?

1.
2.
3.
4.

 
8. Are you able to switch methods/ strategies?     

a. Not at all   b.  occasionally   c. very much
 
Here are some questions to evaluate the performance of the volunteer/

supporter 
 
9. Do you find any external pressure on the children? Were you able to
communicate that?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10. Where do you think you may need help?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11. Do you think the child is facing any unidentified challenges?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12. Share us your observation 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1. Reading assessment sheet
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Please click on this link if you need assistance for filling the form.
https://forms.gle/pd7v1tvxbbr1iNUL9 

Additional remarks

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Analysis on the observation:  (to be filled by the parent of volunteer)

This is the progress analysis of  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
Based on the reading sessions, we have understood that _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 's reading skills
are great in areas such as  _ _ _ _ _ ,  _ _ _ _ _,  and  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. S/he can focus on
certain areas as per the domain suggested in the booklet.

1. Reading assessment sheet

Could you fill this assessment form according to the progress of 
the child

Alt-text: A table for the progress evaluation 

https://forms.gle/pd7v1tvxbbr1iNUL9
https://forms.gle/pd7v1tvxbbr1iNUL9


* How many words in 1 minutes
Just make a note of the number of words the child can read in one minute. This count will
help to understand the progress and fix the check lists of parameters. Make a list of
words based on the complexity and number of letters.
 
Words with two letters. 

Eg: On, In, He, Do, To, By, So etc.
 
Words with three letters. 

Eg: Tea, Bee, Cup Him, Her, See, Sea, Awe, Six, Buy, Raw, Row etc.
 
Words with four letters. 

Eg: Food, Shoe, Look, Star, Jump, Peer, Beat, Crow, Twig etc.
 
Words with five letters.

Eg. Black, White, Print, Sugar, Plate, Anger etc.  
 
Words with six letters.

Eg: Father, Mother, Bottle, laptop, School, Hockey, Window etc.
 
Words with seven letters. 

Cartoon, Miracle, Desktop etc.
 
Words with eight letters.

Football, textbook, Endeavor etc.

* Reading anything
 
Understand the child. The passion can be of different contexts. Some are print readers at
the same time some are screen readers. There can be kids who analyze music, images,
plays or text from any other genres with the utmost clarity and precision.  
 
 

* Different ways different methods
 
Fast or slow, short time or long time, with snacks or without snacks, sitting or lying down,
with or without music... let it be any method, but make sure that they are reading under
the proper light and the content is appropriate for their age. 
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1. Reading assessment sheet

PQRST 

 Preview
 Question
 Read
 Self- recite
Test

Read the preface, introduction and the notes from the publishers.
Check the table of contents
Chapter headings and texts in italics

Note the subheadings and subtopics under each heading
Observe the order of topics and subtopics
Skim over the first and last sentences of each paragraph
Skim over the chapter summary

Ask yourself the 'wh' questions (What, why who and how as well.) regarding the
passage
These will reflect the relevance, about the writer and their views and process
respectively.

PQRST is a scientifically important  method for reading a book which help in the long
term preservation of information that you read in your memory. PQRST consists of 5
elements such as; 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Preview
Look for the overall picture, the peripheral view of the book. This helps what the chapter,
the parts, the sections, arguments and issues speak to us. 

 
To preview the book 

 
To preview the chapter

 
Previewing takes only a little time. It will save your time and effort once you get hold of
the practice.

Question
We can start reading a passage considering some questions like the ones we see from
the end of every chapter of a school text. This will help us to compartmentalize the text
into different portions. Knowing the questions in advance will help us to put the logical
links about the passage.



* Reading and understanding
 
Sometimes, it is okay if the children say that they don't understand. It can be either
because of the language used by the writer or the concept which is written in the text.
Understanding is a long process which needs the equilibrium (the meeting point of ideas
from both parties).
 
 

* Set a helping hand
Instead of "don't you know?" "how many times have I told you",  let's change the
approach to "just as we have discussed earlier..." or "as you have already completed
book, this is the next step of the same topic". This will eliminate the guilt feeling from the
children. 
 
Don't let the child think what s/he doesn't know is not important or whatever is understood
is enough. Let the curiosity go on. There should be someone physically or technologically
present when they are in trouble. (Adler, M. J. (1972). How to Read a Book. Paw Prints.)

Focus on the content and continuity
Learn to understand the sentences and paragraphs
Feel free to re-read if you do not recollect or remember. 
Try to relate it to life. 

Recite the main heading and main idea without looking at the book.
Try to jot down what you recite. Make your own version of sub points to the expansion and
vice versa for your easy reference.  

Test your knowledge before forgetting it. Try to create a general timeline before you
sleep. 
Recall as much as using the notes and questions you have prepared. 
Make sure that you have not missed any points so far. 
Many students find it helpful to test themselves on lecture notes from the class
sessions related to a reading assignment at the same time they test themselves on
the reading.
Make it brief.

Read

Self- Recite

Test
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 2.General reading tips 

 There are techniques which capacitate the parents to guide and motivate children using
adequate examples. Focusing on certain areas will help the parents and children to gain
the optimum focus and maximum performance without self-doubt and complexity. Self-
reliance and development can be cultivated based on step by step support and
continuous observations.   

 
i. Encouragement

 
 Hint that they are building the confidence of their child, motivating them to read more as
they grow up, helping them to comprehend any document later. Even when they start
working, Eventually parents will be proud of their children and happy that they took that
little effort ... when babies are just 6 months books are read to them, stories are told to
them regularly. 3 years onwards they can go to libraries with parents, reward them and
encourage for every attempt they make to know a book. 

ii. This for That

 
Parents can even make a chart of the new words the child learned each day. A token
system of chocolates or travel bonus can be set for every new word they pick up. They
can string sentences with them and brainstorm how to use those words and sentences in
multiple contexts.
 

iii. Choose it

 
Let the child choose what s/he likes to read. Just focus on the content and the way in
which s/he reads. Make sure text from similar content, context and design are available.
Some children want a continuation of the same story or pattern, at the same time some
need multiple stories. Understand that children are their own bosses while choosing
something. Forcing them to do something will not help both parties. As trainers and
supporters, we can do is to show them the best of the things they are looking for.

 iv. Forcing and unwanted panic

 
Effective methodology is to get their attention and ensure easiness to read without forcing
them to read. Pressurizing the children to a text, a subject or a way of reading they can't
follow/ not flexible will demotivate them. Let them adapt to the habit of reading.
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2. General reading tips



(Level 1-beginner, Level 2-intermediate, Level 3-advanced) 
 3. Tips for various level of readers  

Level 1 readers (6-10 years) prefer constant support from their reading
buddy in learning words, connecting sentences and connecting logical and
physical visions of the things (subjects).

Level 2 readers (10- 14) generally acquire the gradual upgrading from the
primary level texts. The befriending with Harry Potter and Twilight series is a
visible trend among children. They learn to use a dictionary and begin to
connect new words identifying situation. 

Im
ag
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.
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A small story using emojis

A snap from Harry Potter movie A snap from Twilight movie

3.Tips for various level of readers



 Level 3 readers (14-17) obtain the habit to explore thrillers and detective
novels. They share superhero comics and deep fictions with striking and
curious plots. 

Im
ag

es
: d

c.
w

ik
ia

.c
om

*  Vocabulary 
Children know many words. They may find lag and complexity in placing those according
to the context.
 

* Understanding and information
The writers write in complex ways to maintain their style and keep the demand. It is true
that those who read multiple books written by the same writer will get hold of the reading
pattern/ style of that particular writer. Keep it less puzzling and more lucid is the best
approach for healthy reading. 

*  Continuous experiments
Children will go through a lot many techniques until they find one or two possible methods
of reading and posture they can stick on to. They may adjust the physical or
infrastructural settings in order to obtain that. Then they may fix the personal reading
method. Let's watch them and arrange the designing of their materials.
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A snap from Batman comics A snap from Flash comics

3.Tips for various level of readers



* Texts and images

  Generally, children love texts with many images on them.  By the time they
become serious readers, they adapt to the variations of text types, font
specifications and genres.

 
*  Less comparison more boosting

Children fail at standing confidently and answering whatever they know or
whatever they can think and make connections depending on the levels of
comparison they face with other children. These classification from the
homes or school will decide their further performance and socializing skills.

 
* Speed 

Teach the child to keep the finger moving below the lines that s/he reads.
Doing this will help to maintain the focus and increase the speed at a gradual
level.

 
* Use Technology

 There are websites which read the text for the reader. Internet Archives is
an example for those. People can also look for audio books from YouTube
and play it along with the text that they read. 

Visit the website here: Internet Archive: Digital Library of Free & Borrowable
Books, Movies, Music & Wayback Machine

* Instant fun

People read books for fun and for information.  Mostly it is associated with
spending the free time. As parents and teachers, we can not force the child
to read something based on the intensive and extensive goals of knowledge
making. The entire purpose of reading in childhood is to fulfil the instant
quest of curiosity or enthusiasm on topics rather than the analytical
researches in the future. By introducing texts with gradually developing
complexities, we can bring children to the smooth functioning of reading. 

Movies and shows contribute a great deal to the language skills of
children. There are some suggestions given below. 
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3.Tips for various level of readers

https://archive.org/


* Kung Fu Panda
 
Get to know about the funny Panda went to see the selection of "Dragon Warrior" 
 competition and finally got selected for the same position by Master Oogway . Watch this
movie and enjoy it.

* Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

A boy from a poor family gets a chance to visit a wonderful chocolate factory. He goes
with his grandfather and meets the owner and some kids of his age. The events and the
story will entertain you for sure. 
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A snap from Kung Fu Panda movie

A snap from  Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 

3.Tips for various level of readers



* Be a demanding reader

Satisfy that one profit from the time you invest in a book. We all are
consumers. The majority of conventional parents blame children for not
reading. The need lies not in blaming but giving the one simple key of
curiosity. Most children are empirical in nature. They tend to know things by
experiencing the shape, smell and texture. For them books are also
materials in the beginning. Teach them what happens if they read that
particular book that you suggest. Or don't give the book to them until they
ask for it like Tom pretends with a book of jokes in front of Jerry.

* Teach them to make notes

Allow them to keep a small notepad for keeping notes and images that pop
up in their mind. Those can help them to understand the concept using the
links. The ownership of the book depends on the notes you have made on
and with it. Some children prefer purchasing and acquiring books and some
love sharing them with others.
 
* Pop culture and trends 

The attachment with the peer groups and getting to know superheroes and
trending comics is quite normal. There are netflix shows and YouTube
documentaries with interesting contents. 
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A snap from Tom and Jerry comics

3.Tips for various level of readers



* Our Planet

This netflix series available on YouTube is visually amazing and rich in
narration. Listening to this program will help children to understand things by
things unseen. Parents can elaborate things and events while watching the
program. 

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cTQ3Ko9ZKg8
 

 * Ted Talk on TEAMWORK

These are some of the Ted Talk videos by children about various topics like
Teamwork, confidence and selfcare. 

Link: https://youtu.be/ycwmNxFaJVk

* SELF-CARE

Link: https://youtu.be/Kh9GbYugA1Y

* Authentic examples

Authentic examples are helpful in order to get the maximum visual and
auditory experiences such as onomatopoeic words, scientific details and
etymology of words and concepts. Here are some resources and links to
locate more examples. 

Energizers and fillers- To help attention control for the pre and while

training sessions

 Riddles        

 1. ഒരു  മര�ിെ�  േപരും, ആ  മര�ിെല  ഫല�ിെ�  േപരും,
അത്  കഴി�ുേ�ാൾ  ഉ�  രുചിയുെട  േപരും  ഒ�ാണ്. ഏതാണ് 
 ആ  മരം?  
Ans : പുളി- Tamarind
 
2. The sound made by a dog and the outer covering of tree are the
same. What is the word?
Ans- Bark
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cTQ3Ko9ZKg8
https://youtu.be/ycwmNxFaJVk
https://youtu.be/Kh9GbYugA1Y


Tongue twisters
 The big bug bit the little beetle | LearnEnglish Kids | British Council

Puzzles
 കുസൃതി േചാദ��ള�ം ഉ�രവും | KusruthiChodyam.com

Songs
 eg: Everything I want- Lenka   -   https://youtu.be/eE9tV1WGTgE
      What does the fox say? - Ylvis  -  https://youtu.be/jofNR_WkoCE
      I've been working on the railroad- John Denver  -  https://youtu.be/AAI6wjXEV6g

  Stories
1. Stories from home

  The Kite without a thread • Moral Stories

2. Stories from school
  Appreciation of Hard Work • Moral Stories

3. Comics
  Picture Stories for Kids | Comics Stories (kidsgen.com)

4. Stories on insects
   “The Golden Goose” | Fairy Tales and Other Traditional Stories | Grimm     Brothers |
Lit2Go ETC (usf.edu)

5. Stories on animals
  The Monkey and The Crocodile • Moral Stories

6. Stories on games
  Super Contra - Wikipedia

7. Stories on jokes
   Fun and games in English for kids | LearnEnglish Kids - British Council

8. Stories on myths
  Picture Stories for Kids | Comics Stories (kidsgen.com)

9. Science fictions: 
  Science Fiction Play Script for Kids and Teens-Royalty Free (dramanotebook.com)

10. Compositions
  English Composition - English compositions for lower secondary (englishdaily626.com)
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https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/tongue-twisters/the-big-bug-bit-the-little-beetle
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/tongue-twisters/the-big-bug-bit-the-little-beetle
https://kusruthichodyam.com/
https://kusruthichodyam.com/
https://youtu.be/eE9tV1WGTgE
https://youtu.be/eE9tV1WGTgE
https://youtu.be/jofNR_WkoCE
https://youtu.be/AAI6wjXEV6g
https://www.moralstories.org/kite-without-thread/
https://www.moralstories.org/appreciation-of-hard-work/
https://www.kidsgen.com/comics/goldilocks-and-the-bears.htm
https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/68/fairy-tales-and-other-traditional-stories/5085/the-golden-goose/
https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/68/fairy-tales-and-other-traditional-stories/5085/the-golden-goose/
https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/68/fairy-tales-and-other-traditional-stories/5085/the-golden-goose/
https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/68/fairy-tales-and-other-traditional-stories/5085/the-golden-goose/
https://www.moralstories.org/the-monkey-and-the-crocodile/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Super_Contra
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/fun-games
https://www.kidsgen.com/comics/goldilocks-and-the-bears.htm
https://www.dramanotebook.com/plays-for-kids/catch-the-waves/
http://englishdaily626.com/english_compositions.php?064


* Authentic materials

 
Authentic materials reduce confusion and provide clarity. It makes the
teacher creative and research oriented.  It helps like a globe or map in order
to understand the geography or locations. Electronic maps are also good for
the same purpose. 360 degree images of the pyramids on *Ancient
Enthusiast page are examples of this. 

(20+) Ancient Enthusiast-Æ | Facebook 

Travel planner

 
You can record and plan the trips based on the documentation of
previous trips you have gone on. 
Tracing your Trail - Champak Magazine

* Relatebles 

 
Children may have an attraction to the things discussed among their peers.
The entire social networking trend functions according to that theory where
one presents something interesting and another imitates as well as responds
to it. Here the text and context are more or less relatable to their daily life or
discussions. 
Texts like Amar Chitra Kathra, Diary of a Whimpy Kid,  Readers Digest and
stories by Roald Dahl are examples for the texts circulated among children
by curiosity and peer discussions.
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https://www.facebook.com/AncientEnthusiast
https://www.facebook.com/AncientEnthusiast
https://www.champak.in/craft/tracing-your-trail


Children with intellectual disability and reading

 
The level of the children may vary according to the capacity of the child to
understand pictures, integration of sound, identification of words and
sentence structures and language proficiency. 
 
Level 1: Understanding pictures and the ability to connect those with the
prior knowledge.
 

1. Triggering the most appropriate area of interest, core elements of
curiosity and activities/ hobbies with which they can connect themselves
more.
2. Use pictures and caricatures, moving objects, models and GIFs from
the areas which the children enjoy most.
3. Make the child identify the given elements and connect those with
their knowledge. 

 
Level 2: Integration of sounds with alphabets and make proper utterance. 

1. Observation of the child's capacity of reading or imitating  words
based on the number of alphabets. 
2. Blocking of words in the combination of 2 or 3 letters for the easy
reading. 
3. Identifying contents and images for the easy reading.

 
Level 3: Figuring out sentences and the contexts and reading according to
the punctuations. 

 
1. Help the children to identify the basic punctuations and how to read
following those symbols. 
2. Understanding the context and adapt the tonal variations for the same. 
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Visit *Internet Archives , you have a wide range of books with enough
reading assistance. 

* Internet Archive: Digital Library of Free & Borrowable Books, Movies,
Music & Wayback Machine

* Mobile applications of Language skills

1. English skills app is a ready to
install mobile application which helps
you to practice speaking skills with the
help of displayed sentences and a trial
speaking session. 

Link- https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.edujoy.skills         

2. Word legend is a game with multiple
levels with blank spaces among words
and optional letters to fill the gaps. The
game works on a timer so that the
child can think, connect and reflect on
the word. 

Link- https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lydia.wordsgame.word.talent
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A snap of English Skills app

A snap  Word legend game

4.Disability Specific Accommodations

4.Disability Specific Accommodations

https://archive.org/index.php
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.edujoy.skills
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.edujoy.skills
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.edujoy.skills
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lydia.wordsgame.word.talent
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*Adaptive reading

Pointer method
Techniques such as teaching how to read using the finger as a pointer below
the words and the lines they read will sustain child's focus and regularity. It
will also help to pick words in a flow and reduce the deviations.  

Sticky Note Method
Keep a sticky note at the beginning and end of the content your child is
going to read. Clearly mention the "beginning" and "end" or images with
arrows

* Braille Script

Braille script is an inclusive reading method for people with
vision impairment. The training on this script enables one to
read the letters and digits using fingertips. The origin of this
technique is from tactile military code called night writing
developed by Charles Barbier. Physical representation of the
six- bit characters with raised dots in a braille cell.  
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* Screen Reading

It is the process of understanding the text displayed on the screen using
various software programs that allow people with visual impairments.
 

"The user sends commands by pressing different combinations of keys
on the computer keyboard or braille display to instruct the speech
synthesizer what to say and to speak automatically when changes occur
on the computer screen"
 
Visit the website to know the wide varieties of servises and features they
provide.   

Home | American Foundation for the Blind (afb.org)
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  Part II 
Introducing a book

 
Do you feel difficulty to make your toddler sit in front of the book?
Getting familiarized with a book is the first thing a reader needs while starting
to read. Before asking them to start reading and instructing them to turn the
page X...

 
Do a walk on the cover page.

 
1. Hold the book to the child as like the front cover is visible to the child. 
2. Illustrate the pictures on the cover page to the child. 
3. Ask many questions which take them to the world of imagination.  

 
 "Today we are going to read the book My Fish No My Fish."  
 "Do you like to play with fish? "
 "Can you read the title?" 
 "What does this picture say about?"
 "Do you remember anything when you saw this?"
 "Who is the author? Can you name it?" (If the child is familiar with the author, ask them
to remember some details about the author, name some of his works etc) 

Take a Picture Walk.

 
Now you can open the book and introduce the pictures, illustrations and diagrams to the
reader. Draw their attention to the illustrations.  
Ask them to analyze the picture and make interpretations.  
Ask them what you can learn from pictures. Let them interpret stories and ideas.
Allow them to make predictions on stories.
 
Equip your child to choose their own books by looking at the cover, reading the back,
flipping through the pages, and so forth. Then let them practice. 
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Genre

 
 Help your child understand various genres of books during your reading time. You
may feel it as complicated, but it's not. There are around 5 different genres of
children’s books that I would encourage you to point out to your little one. Of
course you can use the term “type” rather than “genre” if that is easier to
remember.

Nonfiction (real stories or facts about animals, places, people, etc.)
Fantasy (make-believe, can’t happen in real life because of magic,
talking animals, etc.)
Realistic Fiction (a made-up story, but it could technically happen in
real life because the characters and situations are believable)
Science Fiction (story on imagined future scientific or technological
advances, space or time travel and life on other planets)
Historical Books (novels that has setting period of history and attempts
to convey the spirit, manners, and social conditions of a past age with
realistic details) 
Sociological (stories in which prevailing social problems such as
gender, race or class prejudice is dramatized)
Psychological (stories that focuses on complex mental and emotional
lives.) 

When children classify a book by themselves into a certain genre, they have
to go through the book's title, cover page, illustrations, diagrams etc. in a
glance. Then summarize the book in their head and recall details. Then they
have to use that information to decide which type of genre that particular
book fits in . Finally, your child will be recalling details from other books in
the same genre, making connections between the two. This simple activity
that might take 5-10 seconds of your time after reading a book but it certainly
packs a punch of thought and processing in that young brain!
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Ask them to say the Beginning Sound
Make it in small chunks
Make them look into the words
Ask them to repeat after you slowly
Use pictorial representations 
Follow the words you or your child reads with a finger or reading pointer

* If your child is struggling, suggest a strategy. “How about you try to chunk it                
up? What does the chunk say?”

Understanding terms is knowing the names of things, feelings, ideas and
concepts to the deep.
Hearing and understanding many words from different contexts helps
children to increase their vocabulary and language efficiency.

Knowing Words

Learning words and picking up reading is like how a bird learns to fly. Teach them
word families. It allows children to begin “reading” by grouping sets of letters within a
word. The first part of a word is called the onset and the last part of the word is
conveniently called the rhyme. Word families share a similar “rhyme” as the onset
changes.

Decoding the word

Introduce new vocabulary by reading the sounds in the word. Make them
read the word aloud. Teach the child to pronounce the words aloud. You can
use the following methods. 

 

 
Repeat the steps again.

* Don't forget to compliment your child each time.
* Ask questions related to the words.
* Ask them to find more words that begin with a similar sound.

 
Understanding terms

Finding more words helps children recognize written words and understand
the meaning of the word. 
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 Fragments are parts of sentences, which are not complete in meaning.
 Run-on sentences consist of two or more sentences written incorrectly
as one and should be avoided when writing.
 Clauses and phrases are different parts of sentences, and they can both
be added to sentences to make them more interesting and meaningful.
 Simple sentences can be combined by using phrases and clauses.
 All sentences have at least one independent clause and may have one
or more dependent clauses.
 Dependent clauses can be used as nouns, adjectives, or adverbs. Every
noun clause has its own function in a sentence.

 Knowing sentence 

Knowing sentence structure helps the child to understand the relationships
between words and ideas in a sentence. It enhances your child's reading
capacity. Knowing the sentence structure helps them to understand
paragraphs and complex texts easily. 

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Read to your child every day!
Ask your child questions before, during, and after reading.
Let your child see you reading.
Look for letters while out and about and in the environment around you.
When teaching letters and letter sounds, incorporate as many senses as
possible.
Read a variety of books and make a game out of guessing the genre.
Have fun rhyming!
Work on letter sounds and manipulating them within words (phonemic
awareness)
Encourage your child to sound out short words (consonant, vowel,
consonant).
Practice memorizing a few sight words each day.

The best way to teach your child to read.

 
Most of all, have fun together!
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For extra references:

 
1. https://thekindergartenconnection.com/5-strategies-introducing-new-text-
students/ 

2. https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/articles/teaching-content/my-favorite-
ways-introduce-book/  

3. https://www.readbrightly.com/home-reading-activities-6-year-olds/

4. Daily Mom Parent Portal » Lifestyle Magazine For Women

5. Copy of Academic Coaching Curriculum (du.edu)

6. Adler, Mortimer J. and Charles Van Doren. How to Read a Book. Simon
and Schuster, 2011.
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Note: We will be organizing more sessions on language skills based
on the current program. We expect your frank, and genuine comments
and suggestions. We wish you a bright learning experience forward.   

Reach out to us: 
+919539 320 745 or  mail@prajaahita.org

https://thekindergartenconnection.com/5-strategies-introducing-new-text-students/
https://thekindergartenconnection.com/5-strategies-introducing-new-text-students/
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/articles/teaching-content/my-favorite-ways-introduce-book/
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/articles/teaching-content/my-favorite-ways-introduce-book/
https://www.readbrightly.com/home-reading-activities-6-year-olds/
https://dailymom.com/
https://dailymom.com/
https://dailymom.com/
https://www.du.edu/studentlife/advising/media/documents/setting_smart_goals.pdf
https://www.du.edu/studentlife/advising/media/documents/setting_smart_goals.pdf

